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Hypotheses

• Web understanding will arise from machine 
learning of relationships implicit in Web content 
and use

• Seed meaning: expert annotation, curation

• Most evidence is not explicitly annotated

• Web text and queries “in the wild”

• Similar contexts ⇒ similar meanings
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• Curated, disambiguated “text”

• Disambiguation as “translation” 

• Bootstrapping vocabulary

• Join keys
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Layers of meaning

• Grammatical structure (parsing)

• Referring expression classification

• Within-document coreference

• Entity resolution to external KB

‣ Entity co-occurrences ⇒ relations
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Unifying idea: graph inference

• Nodes: objects of interest

• Edges: distributional, syntactic, semantic 
relationships

• Edge weights: relationship strength

• Curated seed subgraph

• Outputs: node interpretations, new edges

• Naturally (almost) parallel algorithms



Entities ⇒ relations

N. Lao, A. Subramanya, F. Pereira, W. Cohen EMNLP 2012
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profession concepts are activated. The features
generated from these path types combine syntactic
dependency relations (conj) and textual information
relations (TW and CW) with semantic relations in
the KB (Profession).

Experiments on three Freebase relations show that
exploiting existing background knowledge as path
features can significantly improve the quality of
extraction compared with using either Freebase or
the text corpus alone.

1.3 Related Work
Information extraction from varied unstructured and
structured sources involves both complex relational
structure and uncertainty at all levels of the
extraction process. Statistical relational learning
(SRL) seeks to combine statistical and relational
learning to address such tasks. However, most
SRL approaches (Friedman et al., 1999; Richardson
and Domingos, 2006) suffer the complexity of
relational inference and learning when applied to
large scale problems. Recently, Lao and Cohen
(2010) introduced Path Ranking Algorithm (PRA),
which applicable to larger scale problems such as
literature recommendation (Lao and Cohen, 2010)
and inference on large knowledge base (Lao et al.,
2011).

Much of the previous work on automatic relation
extraction was based on certain lexico-syntactic
patterns. Hearst (1992) first noticed that patterns
such as “NP and other NP” and “NP such as NP”
often implies hyponym relations (NP here refers
to a noun phrase). However, such approaches to
relation extraction are limited by the availability of
domain knowledge. Later systems for extracting
arbitrary relations from text mostly use shallow
surface text patterns (Etzioni et al., 2004; Agichtein
and Gravano, 2000; Ravichandran and Hovy, 2002).
The idea of using sequences of dependency edges
as features for relation extraction was explored by
Snow et al. (2005) and Suchanek et al. (2006). They
define features to be shortest paths on dependency
trees which connect pairs of NP candidates.

This study is most closely related to work of

Mintz et al. (2009), who also study the problem
of extending Freebase with extraction from parsed
text. As in our work, they use of a logistic regression
model with path features. However, their approach
does not exploit existing knowledge in the KB.
Furthermore, to the best of our knowledge, their
path patterns are used as binary-values features. We
show experimentally that fractional-valued features
generated by random walks provide much higher
accuracy than binary-valued ones.

In this paper we extend the PRA algorithm along
two dimensions. Firstly we show that it can be
used to combine syntactic and semantic cues in text
with existing knowledge in the KB. Secondly we
show the PRA algorithm can be implemented in a
distributed fashion to work at Web scale.

2 Path Ranking Algorithm

We briefly review the Path Ranking algorithm
(PRA), described in more detail by Lao and Cohen
(2010). Given a path type ⇥ = ⇤r1, r2, ..., r⇥⌅, and a
query node s = v0, PRA generates a numeric valued
feature P (s ⇥ t;⇥), the probability of reaching
t from s by a random walk that instantiates the
type. More specifically, suppose that the random
walk has just reached vi by traversing edges labeled
r1, . . . , ri. Then vi+1 is drawn at random from all
nodes reachable from vi by edges labeled ri+1. A
path type ⇥ is active for pair (s, t) if P (s ⇥ t;⇥) >
0.

Let B = {⇥1, ...,⇥n} be the set of all path types
that occur in the graph with |⇥i| � ⇤, where |⇥i| is
the length of ⇥. The score for whether query node s
is related to another node t via relation r is given by

score(s, t) =
⇤

�⇥B
P (s ⇥ t;⇥)��. (1)

We train a separate PRA model for each relation r.
Path Discovery: Given a graph, the total number

of path types is an exponential function of the
maximum path length ⇤ and considering all possible
paths would be computationally very expensive. To
address this, we only consider types that satisfy the
following two constraints:

1. the type is active in more than K training
queries, and

Path ranking algorithm (PRA): Lao and Cohen, Machine Learning, 2010
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the text corpus alone.
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structured sources involves both complex relational
structure and uncertainty at all levels of the
extraction process. Statistical relational learning
(SRL) seeks to combine statistical and relational
learning to address such tasks. However, most
SRL approaches (Friedman et al., 1999; Richardson
and Domingos, 2006) suffer the complexity of
relational inference and learning when applied to
large scale problems. Recently, Lao and Cohen
(2010) introduced Path Ranking Algorithm (PRA),
which applicable to larger scale problems such as
literature recommendation (Lao and Cohen, 2010)
and inference on large knowledge base (Lao et al.,
2011).

Much of the previous work on automatic relation
extraction was based on certain lexico-syntactic
patterns. Hearst (1992) first noticed that patterns
such as “NP and other NP” and “NP such as NP”
often implies hyponym relations (NP here refers
to a noun phrase). However, such approaches to
relation extraction are limited by the availability of
domain knowledge. Later systems for extracting
arbitrary relations from text mostly use shallow
surface text patterns (Etzioni et al., 2004; Agichtein
and Gravano, 2000; Ravichandran and Hovy, 2002).
The idea of using sequences of dependency edges
as features for relation extraction was explored by
Snow et al. (2005) and Suchanek et al. (2006). They
define features to be shortest paths on dependency
trees which connect pairs of NP candidates.

This study is most closely related to work of

Mintz et al. (2009), who also study the problem
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text. As in our work, they use of a logistic regression
model with path features. However, their approach
does not exploit existing knowledge in the KB.
Furthermore, to the best of our knowledge, their
path patterns are used as binary-values features. We
show experimentally that fractional-valued features
generated by random walks provide much higher
accuracy than binary-valued ones.

In this paper we extend the PRA algorithm along
two dimensions. Firstly we show that it can be
used to combine syntactic and semantic cues in text
with existing knowledge in the KB. Secondly we
show the PRA algorithm can be implemented in a
distributed fashion to work at Web scale.

2 Path Ranking Algorithm

We briefly review the Path Ranking algorithm
(PRA), described in more detail by Lao and Cohen
(2010). Given a path type ⇥ = ⇤r1, r2, ..., r⇥⌅, and a
query node s = v0, PRA generates a numeric valued
feature P (s ⇥ t;⇥), the probability of reaching
t from s by a random walk that instantiates the
type. More specifically, suppose that the random
walk has just reached vi by traversing edges labeled
r1, . . . , ri. Then vi+1 is drawn at random from all
nodes reachable from vi by edges labeled ri+1. A
path type ⇥ is active for pair (s, t) if P (s ⇥ t;⇥) >
0.

Let B = {⇥1, ...,⇥n} be the set of all path types
that occur in the graph with |⇥i| � ⇤, where |⇥i| is
the length of ⇥. The score for whether query node s
is related to another node t via relation r is given by

score(s, t) =
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P (s ⇥ t;⇥)��. (1)

We train a separate PRA model for each relation r.
Path Discovery: Given a graph, the total number

of path types is an exponential function of the
maximum path length ⇤ and considering all possible
paths would be computationally very expensive. To
address this, we only consider types that satisfy the
following two constraints:

1. the type is active in more than K training
queries, and

Path ranking algorithm (PRA): Lao and Cohen, Machine Learning, 2010

• Path types π: edge label 
sequences
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1.3 Related Work
Information extraction from varied unstructured and
structured sources involves both complex relational
structure and uncertainty at all levels of the
extraction process. Statistical relational learning
(SRL) seeks to combine statistical and relational
learning to address such tasks. However, most
SRL approaches (Friedman et al., 1999; Richardson
and Domingos, 2006) suffer the complexity of
relational inference and learning when applied to
large scale problems. Recently, Lao and Cohen
(2010) introduced Path Ranking Algorithm (PRA),
which applicable to larger scale problems such as
literature recommendation (Lao and Cohen, 2010)
and inference on large knowledge base (Lao et al.,
2011).

Much of the previous work on automatic relation
extraction was based on certain lexico-syntactic
patterns. Hearst (1992) first noticed that patterns
such as “NP and other NP” and “NP such as NP”
often implies hyponym relations (NP here refers
to a noun phrase). However, such approaches to
relation extraction are limited by the availability of
domain knowledge. Later systems for extracting
arbitrary relations from text mostly use shallow
surface text patterns (Etzioni et al., 2004; Agichtein
and Gravano, 2000; Ravichandran and Hovy, 2002).
The idea of using sequences of dependency edges
as features for relation extraction was explored by
Snow et al. (2005) and Suchanek et al. (2006). They
define features to be shortest paths on dependency
trees which connect pairs of NP candidates.

This study is most closely related to work of

Mintz et al. (2009), who also study the problem
of extending Freebase with extraction from parsed
text. As in our work, they use of a logistic regression
model with path features. However, their approach
does not exploit existing knowledge in the KB.
Furthermore, to the best of our knowledge, their
path patterns are used as binary-values features. We
show experimentally that fractional-valued features
generated by random walks provide much higher
accuracy than binary-valued ones.

In this paper we extend the PRA algorithm along
two dimensions. Firstly we show that it can be
used to combine syntactic and semantic cues in text
with existing knowledge in the KB. Secondly we
show the PRA algorithm can be implemented in a
distributed fashion to work at Web scale.

2 Path Ranking Algorithm

We briefly review the Path Ranking algorithm
(PRA), described in more detail by Lao and Cohen
(2010). Given a path type ⇥ = ⇤r1, r2, ..., r⇥⌅, and a
query node s = v0, PRA generates a numeric valued
feature P (s ⇥ t;⇥), the probability of reaching
t from s by a random walk that instantiates the
type. More specifically, suppose that the random
walk has just reached vi by traversing edges labeled
r1, . . . , ri. Then vi+1 is drawn at random from all
nodes reachable from vi by edges labeled ri+1. A
path type ⇥ is active for pair (s, t) if P (s ⇥ t;⇥) >
0.

Let B = {⇥1, ...,⇥n} be the set of all path types
that occur in the graph with |⇥i| � ⇤, where |⇥i| is
the length of ⇥. The score for whether query node s
is related to another node t via relation r is given by

score(s, t) =
⇤

�⇥B
P (s ⇥ t;⇥)��. (1)

We train a separate PRA model for each relation r.
Path Discovery: Given a graph, the total number

of path types is an exponential function of the
maximum path length ⇤ and considering all possible
paths would be computationally very expensive. To
address this, we only consider types that satisfy the
following two constraints:

1. the type is active in more than K training
queries, and

Path ranking algorithm (PRA): Lao and Cohen, Machine Learning, 2010

• Path types π: edge label 
sequences
• Random walk probabilities
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profession concepts are activated. The features
generated from these path types combine syntactic
dependency relations (conj) and textual information
relations (TW and CW) with semantic relations in
the KB (Profession).

Experiments on three Freebase relations show that
exploiting existing background knowledge as path
features can significantly improve the quality of
extraction compared with using either Freebase or
the text corpus alone.

1.3 Related Work
Information extraction from varied unstructured and
structured sources involves both complex relational
structure and uncertainty at all levels of the
extraction process. Statistical relational learning
(SRL) seeks to combine statistical and relational
learning to address such tasks. However, most
SRL approaches (Friedman et al., 1999; Richardson
and Domingos, 2006) suffer the complexity of
relational inference and learning when applied to
large scale problems. Recently, Lao and Cohen
(2010) introduced Path Ranking Algorithm (PRA),
which applicable to larger scale problems such as
literature recommendation (Lao and Cohen, 2010)
and inference on large knowledge base (Lao et al.,
2011).

Much of the previous work on automatic relation
extraction was based on certain lexico-syntactic
patterns. Hearst (1992) first noticed that patterns
such as “NP and other NP” and “NP such as NP”
often implies hyponym relations (NP here refers
to a noun phrase). However, such approaches to
relation extraction are limited by the availability of
domain knowledge. Later systems for extracting
arbitrary relations from text mostly use shallow
surface text patterns (Etzioni et al., 2004; Agichtein
and Gravano, 2000; Ravichandran and Hovy, 2002).
The idea of using sequences of dependency edges
as features for relation extraction was explored by
Snow et al. (2005) and Suchanek et al. (2006). They
define features to be shortest paths on dependency
trees which connect pairs of NP candidates.

This study is most closely related to work of

Mintz et al. (2009), who also study the problem
of extending Freebase with extraction from parsed
text. As in our work, they use of a logistic regression
model with path features. However, their approach
does not exploit existing knowledge in the KB.
Furthermore, to the best of our knowledge, their
path patterns are used as binary-values features. We
show experimentally that fractional-valued features
generated by random walks provide much higher
accuracy than binary-valued ones.

In this paper we extend the PRA algorithm along
two dimensions. Firstly we show that it can be
used to combine syntactic and semantic cues in text
with existing knowledge in the KB. Secondly we
show the PRA algorithm can be implemented in a
distributed fashion to work at Web scale.

2 Path Ranking Algorithm

We briefly review the Path Ranking algorithm
(PRA), described in more detail by Lao and Cohen
(2010). Given a path type ⇥ = ⇤r1, r2, ..., r⇥⌅, and a
query node s = v0, PRA generates a numeric valued
feature P (s ⇥ t;⇥), the probability of reaching
t from s by a random walk that instantiates the
type. More specifically, suppose that the random
walk has just reached vi by traversing edges labeled
r1, . . . , ri. Then vi+1 is drawn at random from all
nodes reachable from vi by edges labeled ri+1. A
path type ⇥ is active for pair (s, t) if P (s ⇥ t;⇥) >
0.

Let B = {⇥1, ...,⇥n} be the set of all path types
that occur in the graph with |⇥i| � ⇤, where |⇥i| is
the length of ⇥. The score for whether query node s
is related to another node t via relation r is given by

score(s, t) =
⇤

�⇥B
P (s ⇥ t;⇥)��. (1)

We train a separate PRA model for each relation r.
Path Discovery: Given a graph, the total number

of path types is an exponential function of the
maximum path length ⇤ and considering all possible
paths would be computationally very expensive. To
address this, we only consider types that satisfy the
following two constraints:

1. the type is active in more than K training
queries, and

Path ranking algorithm (PRA): Lao and Cohen, Machine Learning, 2010

• Path types π: edge label 
sequences
• Random walk probabilities
•Weights θπ learned by 

logistic regression 
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Positive: r(s,t), downsample for popular s,t

Negative: sample t′ such that ¬r(s,t′) 
in our text corpus. To prevent the text graph from
being dominated by the head concepts, for each
sentence that mentions concept c ⇤ C, we accept
it as part of the text graph with probability:

Pc = min

�
1,

⌅
k + Sc

Sc

⇥

where Sc is the number of sentences in which c is
mentioned in the whole corpus. In our experiments
we use k = 105. This means that if Sc ⇥ k, then we
only sample about

⌅
Sc of the sentences that contain

a mention of the concept, while if Sc � k, then all
mentions of that concept will likely be included.

4 Datasets

We use Freebase as our knowledge base. Freebase
data is harvested from many sources, including
Wikipedia, AMG, and IMDB.2 As of this writing,
it contains more than 21 million concepts and 70
million labeled edges. For a large majority of con-
cepts that appear both in Freebase and Wikipedia,
Freebase maintains a link to the Wikipedia page of
that concept.

We also collect a large Web corpus and identify
60 million pages that mention concepts relevant
to this study. The free text on those pages
are POS-tagged and dependency parsed with an
accuracy comparable to that of the current Stanford
dependency parser (Klein and Manning, 2003). The
parser produces a dependency tree for each sentence
with each edge labeled with a standard dependency
tag (see Figure 1).

In each of the parsed documents, we use POS tags
and dependency edges to identify potential referring
noun phrases (NPs). We then use a within-document
coreference resolver comparable to that of Haghighi
and Klein (2009) to group referring NPs into
co-referring clusters. For each cluster that contains a
proper-name mention, we find the Freebase concept
or concepts, if any, with a name or alias that matches
the mention. If a cluster has multiple possible
matching Freebase concepts, we choose a single
sense based on the following simple model. For
each Freebase concept c ⇤ C, we compute N(c,m),
the number of times the concept c is referred by

2www.wikipedia.org, www.allmusic.com, www.
imdb.com.

Table 1: Size of training and test sets for each relation.
Task Training Set Test Set
Profession 22,829 15,219
Nationality 14,431 9,620
Parents 21,232 14,155

mention m by using both the alias information
in Freebase and the anchors of the corresponding
Wikipedia page for that concept. Based on N(c,m)
we can calculate the empirical probability p(c|m) =
N(c,m)/

⇤
c� N(c0,m). If u is a cluster with

mention set M(u) in the document, and C(m) the
set of concepts in KB with name or alias m, we
assign u to concept c⇤ = argmax

c2C(m),m2M(u)
p(c|m),

provided that there exists at least one c ⇤ C(m) and
m ⇤ M(u) such that p(c|m) > 0. Note that here
M(c) only consists of the proper-name mentions in
cluster c.

5 Results

We use three relations profession, nationality and
parents for our experiments. For each relation, we
select its current set of triples in Freebase, and apply
the stratified sampling (Section 3.2) to each of the
three triple sets. The resulting triple sets are then
randomly split into training (60% of the triples) and
test (the remaining triples). However, the parents
relation yields 350k triples after stratified sampling,
so to reduce experimental effort we further randomly
sub-sample 10% of that as input to the train-test
split. Table 1 shows the sizes of the training and
test sets for each relation.

To encourage PRA to find paths involving the
text corpus, we do not count relation M (which
connects concepts to their mentions) or M�1 when
calculating path lengths. We use L1/L2

2-regularized
logistic regression to learn feature weights. The
PRA hyperparameters (� and K as defined in
Section 2) and regularizer hyperparameters are
tuned by threefold cross validation (CV) on the
training set. We average the models across all
the folds and choose the model that gives the best
performance on the training set for each relation.

We report results of two evaluations. First, we
evaluate the performance of the PRA algorithm
when trained on a subset of existing Freebase facts
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A Learned path for profession

Table 3: Comparison of MRR for different approaches. Here KB, Text and KB+Text columns represent results
obtained by training a PRA model with only the KB, only text and both KB and text. KB+Text[b] is the binarized
PRA approach trained on both KB and text. The best performing system (results shown in bold font) is significant at
the 0.0001 level over its nearest competitor according to a difference of proportions significance test.

Task KB Text KB+Text KB+Text[b]
Profession 0.532 0.516 0.583 0.453
Nationality 0.734 0.729 0.812 0.693
Parents 0.329 0.332 0.392 0.319

Table 4: Groups of top weighted features involving text edges for each task. M relations connect each concept in
knowledge base to its mentions in the corpus. TW relations connect each token in a sentence to the words in the
text representation of this token. CW relations connect each concept in knowledge base to the words in the text
representation of this concept. We use lower case names to denote dependency edges, word capitalized names to
denote KB edges, and “�1 ” to denote the inverse of a relation.

Profession Top Weighted Features Comments
1

�
M, conj,M�1,Profession

⇥
The professions of persons mentioned in�

M, conj�1,M�1,Profession
⇥

conjunction with the query person.
2

�
M, TW,CW�1,Profession�1,Profession

⇥
Active if a person is mentioned by his profession.

3
�
M, TW, TW�1,M�1,Children,Profession

⇥
First find persons with similar names or�

M, TW, TW�1,M�1,Parents,Profession
⇥

mentioned in similar ways, then aggregate the�
M, TW, TW�1,M�1,Advisors,Profession

⇥
professions of their children/parents/advisors.

Nationality Top Weighted Features Comments
4

�
M, conj, TW,CW�1,Nationality

⇥
The nationalities of persons mentioned in�

M, conj�1, TW,CW�1,Nationality
⇥

conjunction with the query person.
5

�
M, nc�1, TW,CW�1,Nationality

⇥
The nationalities of persons mentioned close�

M, tmod�1, TW,CW�1,Nationality
⇥

to the query person through other dependency�
M, nn, TW,CW�1,Nationality

⇥
relations.

6
�
M, poss, poss�1,M�1,PlaceOfBirth,ContainedBy

⇥
The birth/death places of the query person.�

M, title, title�1,M�1,PlaceOfDeath,ContainedBy
⇥

Parents Top Weighted Features Comments
7

�
M, TW,CW�1,Parents

⇥
The parents of persons with similar names or

mentioned in similar ways
8

�
M, nsubj, nsubj�1, TW,CW�1

⇥
Persons with similar names or mentioned in�

M, nsubj, nsubj�1,M�1,CW,CW�1
⇥

similar ways to the query person (with�
M, nc�1, nc, TW,CW�1

⇥
various expansions or restrictions applied).�

M, TW,CW�1
⇥

�
M, TW, TW�1, TW,CW�1

⇥
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⇥

Miles Davis John Coltrane
Profession

Musician
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text representation of this token. CW relations connect each concept in knowledge base to the words in the text
representation of this concept. We use lower case names to denote dependency edges, word capitalized names to
denote KB edges, and “�1 ” to denote the inverse of a relation.
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Table 2: Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR) for different approaches under closed-world assumption. Here KB, Text and
KB+Text columns represent results obtained by training a PRA model with only the KB, only text, and both KB and
text. KB+Text[b] is the binarized PRA approach trained on both KB and text. The best performing system (results
shown in bold font) is significant at 0.0001 level over its nearest competitor according to a difference of proportions
significance test.

Task KB Text KB+Text KB+Text[b]
Profession 0.532 0.516 0.583 0.453
Nationality 0.734 0.729 0.812 0.693
Parents 0.329 0.332 0.392 0.319

and tested on the rest. Second, we had human
annotators verify facts proposed by PRA that are not
in Freebase.

5.1 Evaluation with Existing Knowledge
Previous work in relation extraction from parsed
text (Mintz et al., 2009) has mostly used binary
features to indicate whether a pattern is present in
the sentences where two concepts are mentioned.
To investigate the benefit of having fractional valued
features generated by random walks (as in PRA), we
also evaluate a binarized PRA approach, for which
we use the same syntactic-semantic pattern features
as PRA does, but binarize the feature values from
PRA: if the original fractional feature value was
zero, the feature value is set to zero (equivalent to
not having the feature in that example), otherwise it
is set to 1.

Table 2 shows a comparison of the results
obtained using the PRA algorithm trained using
only Freebase (KB), using only the text corpus
graph (Text), trained with both Freebase and the
text corpus (KB+Text) and the binarized PRA
algorithm using both Freebase and the text corpus
(KB+Text[b]). We report Mean Reciprocal Rank
(MRR) where, given a set of queries Q,

MRR =
1

|Q|
⇤

q⇥Q

1

rank of q’s first correct answer
.

Comparing the results of first three columns we
see that combining Freebase and text achieves
significantly better results than using either Freebase
or text alone. Further comparing the results of last
two columns we also observe a significant drop in
MRR for the binarized version of PRA. This clearly
shows the importance of using the random walk
probabilities. It can also be seen that the MRR for

the parents relation is lower than those for other
relations. This is mainly because there are larger
number of potential answers for each query node of
Parent relation than for each query node of the other
two relations – all persons in Freebase versus all
professions or nationalities. Finally, it is important
to point out that our evaluations are actually lower
bounds of actual performance, because, for instance,
a person might have a profession besides the ones in
Freebase and in such cases, this evaluation does not
give any credit for predicting those professions —
they are treated as errors. We try to address this issue
with the manual evaluations in the next section.

Table 2 only reports results for the maximum path
length � = 4 case. We found that shorter maximum
path lengths give worse results: for instance, with
� = 3 for the profession relation, MRR drops to
0.542, from 0.583 for � = 4 when using both
Freebase and text. This difference is significant
at the 0.0001 level according to a difference of
proportions test. Further we find that using longer
path length takes much longer time to train and test,
but does not lead to significant improvements over
the � = 4 case. For example, for profession, � = 5
gives a MRR of 0.589.

Table 3 shows the top weighted features that
involve text edges for PRA models trained on both
Freebase and the text corpus. To make them
easier to understand, we group them based on their
functionality. For the profession and nationality
tasks, the conjunction dependency relation (in group
1,4) plays an important role: these features first
find persons mentioned in conjunction with the
query person, and then find their professions or
nationalities. The features in group 2 capture the fact
that sometimes people are mentioned by their pro-
fessions. The subpath

�
Profession�1,Profession

⇥

Table 2: Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR) for different approaches under closed-world assumption. Here KB, Text and
KB+Text columns represent results obtained by training a PRA model with only the KB, only text, and both KB and
text. KB+Text[b] is the binarized PRA approach trained on both KB and text. The best performing system (results
shown in bold font) is significant at 0.0001 level over its nearest competitor according to a difference of proportions
significance test.
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annotators verify facts proposed by PRA that are not
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5.1 Evaluation with Existing Knowledge
Previous work in relation extraction from parsed
text (Mintz et al., 2009) has mostly used binary
features to indicate whether a pattern is present in
the sentences where two concepts are mentioned.
To investigate the benefit of having fractional valued
features generated by random walks (as in PRA), we
also evaluate a binarized PRA approach, for which
we use the same syntactic-semantic pattern features
as PRA does, but binarize the feature values from
PRA: if the original fractional feature value was
zero, the feature value is set to zero (equivalent to
not having the feature in that example), otherwise it
is set to 1.

Table 2 shows a comparison of the results
obtained using the PRA algorithm trained using
only Freebase (KB), using only the text corpus
graph (Text), trained with both Freebase and the
text corpus (KB+Text) and the binarized PRA
algorithm using both Freebase and the text corpus
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(MRR) where, given a set of queries Q,
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.

Comparing the results of first three columns we
see that combining Freebase and text achieves
significantly better results than using either Freebase
or text alone. Further comparing the results of last
two columns we also observe a significant drop in
MRR for the binarized version of PRA. This clearly
shows the importance of using the random walk
probabilities. It can also be seen that the MRR for

the parents relation is lower than those for other
relations. This is mainly because there are larger
number of potential answers for each query node of
Parent relation than for each query node of the other
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to point out that our evaluations are actually lower
bounds of actual performance, because, for instance,
a person might have a profession besides the ones in
Freebase and in such cases, this evaluation does not
give any credit for predicting those professions —
they are treated as errors. We try to address this issue
with the manual evaluations in the next section.

Table 2 only reports results for the maximum path
length � = 4 case. We found that shorter maximum
path lengths give worse results: for instance, with
� = 3 for the profession relation, MRR drops to
0.542, from 0.583 for � = 4 when using both
Freebase and text. This difference is significant
at the 0.0001 level according to a difference of
proportions test. Further we find that using longer
path length takes much longer time to train and test,
but does not lead to significant improvements over
the � = 4 case. For example, for profession, � = 5
gives a MRR of 0.589.

Table 3 shows the top weighted features that
involve text edges for PRA models trained on both
Freebase and the text corpus. To make them
easier to understand, we group them based on their
functionality. For the profession and nationality
tasks, the conjunction dependency relation (in group
1,4) plays an important role: these features first
find persons mentioned in conjunction with the
query person, and then find their professions or
nationalities. The features in group 2 capture the fact
that sometimes people are mentioned by their pro-
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Table 2: Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR) for different approaches under closed-world assumption. Here KB, Text and
KB+Text columns represent results obtained by training a PRA model with only the KB, only text, and both KB and
text. KB+Text[b] is the binarized PRA approach trained on both KB and text. The best performing system (results
shown in bold font) is significant at 0.0001 level over its nearest competitor according to a difference of proportions
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and tested on the rest. Second, we had human
annotators verify facts proposed by PRA that are not
in Freebase.

5.1 Evaluation with Existing Knowledge
Previous work in relation extraction from parsed
text (Mintz et al., 2009) has mostly used binary
features to indicate whether a pattern is present in
the sentences where two concepts are mentioned.
To investigate the benefit of having fractional valued
features generated by random walks (as in PRA), we
also evaluate a binarized PRA approach, for which
we use the same syntactic-semantic pattern features
as PRA does, but binarize the feature values from
PRA: if the original fractional feature value was
zero, the feature value is set to zero (equivalent to
not having the feature in that example), otherwise it
is set to 1.

Table 2 shows a comparison of the results
obtained using the PRA algorithm trained using
only Freebase (KB), using only the text corpus
graph (Text), trained with both Freebase and the
text corpus (KB+Text) and the binarized PRA
algorithm using both Freebase and the text corpus
(KB+Text[b]). We report Mean Reciprocal Rank
(MRR) where, given a set of queries Q,
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Comparing the results of first three columns we
see that combining Freebase and text achieves
significantly better results than using either Freebase
or text alone. Further comparing the results of last
two columns we also observe a significant drop in
MRR for the binarized version of PRA. This clearly
shows the importance of using the random walk
probabilities. It can also be seen that the MRR for

the parents relation is lower than those for other
relations. This is mainly because there are larger
number of potential answers for each query node of
Parent relation than for each query node of the other
two relations – all persons in Freebase versus all
professions or nationalities. Finally, it is important
to point out that our evaluations are actually lower
bounds of actual performance, because, for instance,
a person might have a profession besides the ones in
Freebase and in such cases, this evaluation does not
give any credit for predicting those professions —
they are treated as errors. We try to address this issue
with the manual evaluations in the next section.

Table 2 only reports results for the maximum path
length � = 4 case. We found that shorter maximum
path lengths give worse results: for instance, with
� = 3 for the profession relation, MRR drops to
0.542, from 0.583 for � = 4 when using both
Freebase and text. This difference is significant
at the 0.0001 level according to a difference of
proportions test. Further we find that using longer
path length takes much longer time to train and test,
but does not lead to significant improvements over
the � = 4 case. For example, for profession, � = 5
gives a MRR of 0.589.
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tasks, the conjunction dependency relation (in group
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nationalities. The features in group 2 capture the fact
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features to indicate whether a pattern is present in
the sentences where two concepts are mentioned.
To investigate the benefit of having fractional valued
features generated by random walks (as in PRA), we
also evaluate a binarized PRA approach, for which
we use the same syntactic-semantic pattern features
as PRA does, but binarize the feature values from
PRA: if the original fractional feature value was
zero, the feature value is set to zero (equivalent to
not having the feature in that example), otherwise it
is set to 1.

Table 2 shows a comparison of the results
obtained using the PRA algorithm trained using
only Freebase (KB), using only the text corpus
graph (Text), trained with both Freebase and the
text corpus (KB+Text) and the binarized PRA
algorithm using both Freebase and the text corpus
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(MRR) where, given a set of queries Q,
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Comparing the results of first three columns we
see that combining Freebase and text achieves
significantly better results than using either Freebase
or text alone. Further comparing the results of last
two columns we also observe a significant drop in
MRR for the binarized version of PRA. This clearly
shows the importance of using the random walk
probabilities. It can also be seen that the MRR for

the parents relation is lower than those for other
relations. This is mainly because there are larger
number of potential answers for each query node of
Parent relation than for each query node of the other
two relations – all persons in Freebase versus all
professions or nationalities. Finally, it is important
to point out that our evaluations are actually lower
bounds of actual performance, because, for instance,
a person might have a profession besides the ones in
Freebase and in such cases, this evaluation does not
give any credit for predicting those professions —
they are treated as errors. We try to address this issue
with the manual evaluations in the next section.

Table 2 only reports results for the maximum path
length � = 4 case. We found that shorter maximum
path lengths give worse results: for instance, with
� = 3 for the profession relation, MRR drops to
0.542, from 0.583 for � = 4 when using both
Freebase and text. This difference is significant
at the 0.0001 level according to a difference of
proportions test. Further we find that using longer
path length takes much longer time to train and test,
but does not lead to significant improvements over
the � = 4 case. For example, for profession, � = 5
gives a MRR of 0.589.

Table 3 shows the top weighted features that
involve text edges for PRA models trained on both
Freebase and the text corpus. To make them
easier to understand, we group them based on their
functionality. For the profession and nationality
tasks, the conjunction dependency relation (in group
1,4) plays an important role: these features first
find persons mentioned in conjunction with the
query person, and then find their professions or
nationalities. The features in group 2 capture the fact
that sometimes people are mentioned by their pro-
fessions. The subpath

�
Profession�1,Profession

⇥

Known triples

ensures that only profession related concepts are
activated. Features in group 3 first find persons
with similar names or mentioned in similar ways
to the query person, and then aggregate the
professions of their children, parents, or advisors.
Features in group 6 can be seen as special
versions of feature �PlaceOfBirth,ContainedBy⇥
and �PlaceOfDeath,ContainedBy⇥. The subpaths�
M, poss, poss�1,M�1

⇥
and

�
M, title, title�1,M�1

⇥

return the random walks back to the query node only
if the mentions of the query node have poss (stands
for possessive modifier, e.g. “Bill’s clothes”) or title
(stands for person’s title, e.g. “President Obama”)
edges in text; otherwise these features are inactive.
Therefore, these features are active only for specific
subsets of queries. Features in group 8 generally find
persons with similar names or mentioned in similar
ways to the query person. However, they further
expand or restrict this person set in various ways.

Typically, each trained model includes hundreds
of paths with non-zero weights, so the bulk of
classifications are not based on a few high-precision-
recall patterns, but rather on the combination of
a large number of lower-precision high-recall or
high-precision lower-recall rules.

5.2 Manual Evaluation
We performed two sets of manual evaluations. In
each case, an annotator is presented with the triples
predicted by PRA, and asked if they are correct. The
annotator has access to the Freebase and Wikipedia
pages for the concepts (and is able to issue search
queries about the concepts).

In the first evaluation, we compared the perfor-
mance of two PRA models, one trained using the
stratified sampled queries and another trained using
a randomly sampled set of queries for the profession
relation. For each model, we randomly sample 100
predictions from the top 1000 predictions (sorted by
the scores returned by the model). We found that the
PRA model trained with stratified sampled queries
has 0.92 precision, while the other model has only
0.84 precision (significant at the 0.02 level). This
shows that stratified sampling leads to improved
performance.

We also evaluated the new beliefs proposed by
the models trained for all the three relations using
stratified sampled queries. We estimated precision

Table 4: Human judgement for predicted new beliefs.
Task p@100 p@1k p@10k
Profession 0.97 0.92 0.84
Nationality 0.98 0.97 0.90
Parents 0.86 0.81 0.79

for the top 100 predictions and randomly sampled
100 predictions each from the top 1,000 and 10,000
predictions. Here we use the PRA model trained
using both KB and text. The results of this
evaluation are shown in Table 4. It can be seen
that the PRA model is able to produce very high
precision predications even when one considers the
top 10,000 predictions.

Finally, note that our model is inductive. For
instance, for the profession relation, we are able to
predict professions for the around 2 million persons
in Freebase. The top 1000 profession facts extracted
by our system involve 970 distinct people, the top
10,000 facts involve 8,726 distinct people, and the
top 100,000 facts involve 79,885 people.

6 Conclusion

We have shown that path constrained random walk
models can effectively infer new beliefs from a
large scale parsed text corpus with background
knowledge. Evaluation by human annotators shows
that by combining syntactic patterns in parsed
text with semantic patterns in the background
knowledge, our model can propose new beliefs
with high accuracy. Thus, the proposed random
walk model can be an effective way to automate
knowledge acquisition from the web.

There are several interesting directions to con-
tinue this line of work. First, bidirectional search
from both query and target nodes can be an efficient
way to discover long paths. This would especially
useful for parsed text. Second, relation paths that
contain constant nodes (lexicalized features) and
conjunction of random walk features are potentially
very useful for extraction tasks.
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Table 2: Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR) for different approaches under closed-world assumption. Here KB, Text and
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annotators verify facts proposed by PRA that are not
in Freebase.

5.1 Evaluation with Existing Knowledge
Previous work in relation extraction from parsed
text (Mintz et al., 2009) has mostly used binary
features to indicate whether a pattern is present in
the sentences where two concepts are mentioned.
To investigate the benefit of having fractional valued
features generated by random walks (as in PRA), we
also evaluate a binarized PRA approach, for which
we use the same syntactic-semantic pattern features
as PRA does, but binarize the feature values from
PRA: if the original fractional feature value was
zero, the feature value is set to zero (equivalent to
not having the feature in that example), otherwise it
is set to 1.

Table 2 shows a comparison of the results
obtained using the PRA algorithm trained using
only Freebase (KB), using only the text corpus
graph (Text), trained with both Freebase and the
text corpus (KB+Text) and the binarized PRA
algorithm using both Freebase and the text corpus
(KB+Text[b]). We report Mean Reciprocal Rank
(MRR) where, given a set of queries Q,
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Comparing the results of first three columns we
see that combining Freebase and text achieves
significantly better results than using either Freebase
or text alone. Further comparing the results of last
two columns we also observe a significant drop in
MRR for the binarized version of PRA. This clearly
shows the importance of using the random walk
probabilities. It can also be seen that the MRR for

the parents relation is lower than those for other
relations. This is mainly because there are larger
number of potential answers for each query node of
Parent relation than for each query node of the other
two relations – all persons in Freebase versus all
professions or nationalities. Finally, it is important
to point out that our evaluations are actually lower
bounds of actual performance, because, for instance,
a person might have a profession besides the ones in
Freebase and in such cases, this evaluation does not
give any credit for predicting those professions —
they are treated as errors. We try to address this issue
with the manual evaluations in the next section.

Table 2 only reports results for the maximum path
length � = 4 case. We found that shorter maximum
path lengths give worse results: for instance, with
� = 3 for the profession relation, MRR drops to
0.542, from 0.583 for � = 4 when using both
Freebase and text. This difference is significant
at the 0.0001 level according to a difference of
proportions test. Further we find that using longer
path length takes much longer time to train and test,
but does not lead to significant improvements over
the � = 4 case. For example, for profession, � = 5
gives a MRR of 0.589.

Table 3 shows the top weighted features that
involve text edges for PRA models trained on both
Freebase and the text corpus. To make them
easier to understand, we group them based on their
functionality. For the profession and nationality
tasks, the conjunction dependency relation (in group
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as PRA does, but binarize the feature values from
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zero, the feature value is set to zero (equivalent to
not having the feature in that example), otherwise it
is set to 1.
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relations. This is mainly because there are larger
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Parent relation than for each query node of the other
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professions or nationalities. Finally, it is important
to point out that our evaluations are actually lower
bounds of actual performance, because, for instance,
a person might have a profession besides the ones in
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but does not lead to significant improvements over
the � = 4 case. For example, for profession, � = 5
gives a MRR of 0.589.
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Freebase and the text corpus. To make them
easier to understand, we group them based on their
functionality. For the profession and nationality
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recall patterns, but rather on the combination of
a large number of lower-precision high-recall or
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each case, an annotator is presented with the triples
predicted by PRA, and asked if they are correct. The
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pages for the concepts (and is able to issue search
queries about the concepts).

In the first evaluation, we compared the perfor-
mance of two PRA models, one trained using the
stratified sampled queries and another trained using
a randomly sampled set of queries for the profession
relation. For each model, we randomly sample 100
predictions from the top 1000 predictions (sorted by
the scores returned by the model). We found that the
PRA model trained with stratified sampled queries
has 0.92 precision, while the other model has only
0.84 precision (significant at the 0.02 level). This
shows that stratified sampling leads to improved
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We also evaluated the new beliefs proposed by
the models trained for all the three relations using
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100 predictions each from the top 1,000 and 10,000
predictions. Here we use the PRA model trained
using both KB and text. The results of this
evaluation are shown in Table 4. It can be seen
that the PRA model is able to produce very high
precision predications even when one considers the
top 10,000 predictions.

Finally, note that our model is inductive. For
instance, for the profession relation, we are able to
predict professions for the around 2 million persons
in Freebase. The top 1000 profession facts extracted
by our system involve 970 distinct people, the top
10,000 facts involve 8,726 distinct people, and the
top 100,000 facts involve 79,885 people.
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We have shown that path constrained random walk
models can effectively infer new beliefs from a
large scale parsed text corpus with background
knowledge. Evaluation by human annotators shows
that by combining syntactic patterns in parsed
text with semantic patterns in the background
knowledge, our model can propose new beliefs
with high accuracy. Thus, the proposed random
walk model can be an effective way to automate
knowledge acquisition from the web.
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tinue this line of work. First, bidirectional search
from both query and target nodes can be an efficient
way to discover long paths. This would especially
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